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Last Friday we continued our learning for our mini outcome ‘What is in the Jungle?’
by exploring a variety of clay techniques and skills. We had so much fun, rolling clay
balls and snakes, pinching and smoothing the clay and learning how to join pieces
of clay using water. This week we have been exploring how to mould pinch pots and
coil pots using the techniques we learnt last week.

In English we have completed our imaginative diary entries imagining that we were
Lily in her garden, we remembered to include lots of feelings and the main events of
the day.
In maths we have started developing our understanding of subtraction. We have
been subtracting two digits and ones not crossing and crossing ten using two
specific methods.
In science we investigated jungle habitats, identifying the main components of a
habitat (to provide shelter, food, water and space). We talked about how different
animals and plants including monkeys, lotus flowers and Indian pitta birds are
matched to their habitats

Next week

Other News

In Grammar we are going to be developing our
spelling skills looking at the rules for suffix
endings (-ing, -ed, -y, -er) when adding to a root
word.

Home learning

In English we are going to become news
reporters and write a newspaper report about the
Indian festival Holi. We will be applying our
grammar skills to add suffix endings.

In dance we will be learning the Galopede dance.
We will be creating a group dance which will also
involve partner work building on last week’s
movements and steps.

Please do look on Google Classroom every week
for the home learning. We are using our home
learning this term to prepare the children for
the
upcoming Phonics Screening Assessment, so
the
children need to practise reading those real and
nonsense words.

If your child does not have an
apron in school for art lessons,
please could you send one in
ASAP.

